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Abstract
Patching is an efficient bandwidth-sharing technique
for video-on-demand systems. Its performance, however,
has limitation: as the time distance to the last regular
multicast enlarges, the patching cost for new requests in-
creases and eventually, a new regular multicast must be
scheduled to balance the cost. In this paper, we address
this problem by proposing a new technique called Double
Patching. Our research is based on the observation that
a patching stream can be shared by the video requests ar-
riving in the next wp time units if it delivers an additional
2 ·wp time units of video data. With these additional data,
the patching cost for these requests can be significantly
reduced. Our performance study shows that the new tech-
nique can dramatically improve, in many workloads dou-
ble, the performance of the original Patching. While the
performance gain is significant, the new technique inherits
the same simplicity from the original Patching. In particu-
lar, it does not impose any additional requirement on client
download bandwidth - the same as the original Patching,
the new scheme allows a client to receive data from no
more than two video streams at any one time.
1. Introduction
Traditionally, query results are typically very small in
size, and communication bandwidth is usually not a pri-
mary concern in designing information systems. This situ-
ation is changing with video data becoming more popular.
Transmitting a video clip, as the result of a query, requires
substantial bandwidth. The number of users that can re-
ceive services simultaneously, therefore, depends on the
communication capability of the media servers. To achieve
better system throughput, we can employ multicast to al-
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low clients to share video streams. A technique, called
Batching, was introduced in [1]. This approach delays ser-
vice requests for a particular video, and waits for more to
arrive within a batching interval. All these requests can be
served together using a single multicast. This strategy sig-
nificantly reduces the demand on server bandwidth. Each
request, however, must wait until the end of the batching
period. If we make this period short, the benefit of mul-
ticast diminishes. On the other hand, if users are made to
wait too long, many of them may renege, again affecting
the multicast efficiency.
To address the aforementioned dilemma, clients can
join an on-going regular multicast, and cache the multicast
data in their local disk. To serve these clients, the server
initiates a patching stream to multicast only the leading
portion of the video. When these clients finish playing
back the patching stream (i.e., reaching the skew point),
they continue to play back the remainder of the video us-
ing the data already buffered in the local disk. We called
this scheme Patching in [2]. The benefits of patching are
twofold. First, multicasts become more efficient since they
can expand dynamically to accommodate future services.
Second, since service requests do not have to wait for the
batching process, true video on demand (VoD), i.e., no ser-
vice delay, can be achieved.
The duration of the patching streams is the most im-
portant determinant of patching performance. They should
be short since a patching stream typically serves only few,
often one, clients. However, patching streams, too short,
would incur many regular multicasts degrading the system
performance to that of conventional batching. To deter-
mine the optimal duration for each patching stream, op-
timized schedulers were proposed in [3] and [4]. A dif-
ferent way to reduce patching costs is to enable clients to
share patching data. Although various solutions have been
proposed, they require either complicate channel manage-
ment at both server and client sides or significant client
receiving bandwidth. For instance, the stream merging al-
gorithms [5] [6] require server to dynamically create merg-
ing trees and inform clients of which channels to download
data. In addition, determing the optimal merging sched-
ule for n video streams has a complexity of O(n3) and
requires accurate prediction on the arrival time of video
requests [5]. Sharing patching data is also realized in [7]
and [8] by having the clients to receive data from three or
more streams simultaneously. This scheme requires clients
with substantial communication bandwidth making it un-
suitable for many applications.
In this paper, we introduce a new technique that has the
same implementation cost as the standard parching scheme
while at any one time, the number of video streams a client
needs to download is no more than two. Our solution is
based on the following observation: a patching stream can
be shared by the video requests arriving within the next wp
time units if it delivers an extra 2 · wp time units of data.
In specific, given a client which is t time units late for a
regular multicast, we can schedule a long patching stream
to deliver t + 2 · wp time units of data instead of just t
time units as in standard patching. With these extra 2 · wp
time units of video data, the cost to serve a request arriving
in the next ∆t time units, where 0 ≤ ∆t ≤ wp, is just
a short patching stream delivering only the first ∆t time
units data of the video. Under standard patching, the cost
would be t + ∆t time units of the video data. The client
can receive the entire video as follows. It first uses its two
download channels to receive the video data from the short
and long patching streams, respectively. After the short
patching stream is exhausted, the same download channel
is then switched to receive data from the regular multicast
stream. Thus, two channels are used to download three
segments from three different video streams. We proof in
this paper that the three video segments make up of the
entire video for the client. We call this strategy Double
Patching, alluding to the fact that the patching cost can
be dramatically reduced by using two patching streams to
patch up a client time distance to a regular multicast.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We describe Standard Patching in Section 2 and the de-
tails of Double Patching in Section 3. In Section 4, we
discuss the performance optimization. We present our per-
formance study in Section 5. In Section 6, we give our
concluding remarks.
2. Standard Patching
In Standard Patching, when a free channel becomes
available, a new video stream is scheduled to deliver a re-
quested video. The new video stream can be a regular
stream or a patching stream. A regular stream multicasts
the video in its entirety while a patching stream transmits
only the first t time units of the video, where t is the tempo-
ral distance to the starting time of the last regular multicast
of the same video.
To support Standard Patching, each client station needs
to have three threads of control: two data loaders and a
video player. Two scenarios can occur:
• If a client is served by a new regular stream, only one
data loader is necessary to receive the video data. The
data packets arriving at the client are piped directly to
the video player for rendering onto the screen.
• In the case that a patching stream is scheduled, both
of the client’s loaders must be used to receive data
from the patching stream and the latest regular stream
simultaneously. In this case, the video player starts
playing back the video data from the patching stream
first while the data packets from the regular stream
are temporarily cached in the client buffer. When the
patching stream ends, the video player switches to
play back the data in the disk buffer as the remaining
data packets continue to arrive in the regular stream.
In Standard Patching, a patching stream is scheduled
for a new request if the temporal distance between its ar-
rival time and the starting time of the last regular stream
of the same video is less than a certain threshold called
patching window [3]; otherwise, a new regular stream is
initiated, and all subsequent requests arriving within the
next patching window will be served by patching streams.
A detailed analysis on how to determine the optimal patch-
ing window to minimize server bandwidth requirement can
be found in [9].
3. Double Patching
Standard Patching is very economic in delivering
patching data. Each patch is just long enough to cover the
missing portion of the video. In this section, we present a
better patching technique called Double Patching. In this
new scheme, a patching stream may transmit more than
just the regular patching data (i.e., long patching stream).
At first sight, this seems to be a waste of system resources.
This small “waste”, however, can significantly reduce the
patching costs of the subsequent services.
As a motivating example, let us consider a regular
stream of video v starting at time 0. At time t, a patching
stream, Sa, is initiated for client A. One time unit later, an-
other patching stream, Sb, is scheduled for client B. If we
use v[t1, t2] to denote the video segment from time t1 to
time t2 assuming the beginning of the video as time zero,
then the patches required by clients A and B are v[0, t] and
v[0, t+1], respectively. In total, the server delivers 2 ·t+1
time units of data specifically for these two clients. Al-
ternatively, if we make Sa deliver a long patching stream
v[0, t + 2], a patch with two extra time units of data, then
client B can share stream Sa with client A as follows:
• Stream Sb needs to transmit only the first time unit of
the video, v[0, 0]. As client B receives this segment
using its loader L1, the client immediately plays back
the video. At the same time, it downloads v[1, t + 2]
in stream Sa using loader L2.
• When stream Sb ends, client B starts to play back the
second video segment v[1, t + 2], as L1 switches to
download the remaining data, v[t + 3, |v|] (where |v|
is the length of the video), being transmitted in the
regular stream.
• Finally, when the playback of v[1, t+2] is completed,
client B continues to play back the third video seg-
ment v[t + 3, |v|].
This strategy is referred to as Double Patching in this
paper. We note that the three video segments, v[0, 0],
v[1, t + 2], and v[t + 3, |v|], make up the complete video
for client B. In total, the server delivers (t + 2) + 1 time
units of data specifically for these two clients. There-
fore, the saving in comparison with Standard Patching is
(2·t+1)−(t+3)
2·t+1 =
t−2
2·t+1 . When the time skew t is large, this
saving is approximately 50%. We note that Double Patch-
ing requires only two data loaders as in Standard Patching.
Thus, it improves the standard technique without incurring
additional system costs.
3.1 Server Design
Without loss of generality, we assume that the server
has only one video. As in Standard Patching, the server
bandwidth is multiplexed into a set of logical channels,
each capable of sustaining a video stream transmitting data
at the playback rate. These channels are used to deliver
three types of video streams: regular streams, long patch-
ing streams, and short patching streams. Depending on
the type of the stream currently riding on a given chan-
nel, it is referred to as a regular channel, an long patching
channel, or a short patching channel. When a channel is
dispatched, it is given a workload, specified as v[t], where
v and t denote the unique ID of the video file and the de-
sired playback duration, respectively. For instance, v[3]
indicates that the free channel should deliver only the first
three time units of video v. After the transmission is com-
pleted, the channel again becomes free, and is available for
the next service.
The stream scheduling policy is as follows. The very
first request for a given video is serviced using a regu-
lar stream. For all requests arriving within the next wm
time units, either a long patching stream or a short patch-
ing stream is scheduled. wm is called a multicast window,
and is the minimal scheduling distance between any two
consecutive regular streams. A regular stream and its fol-
lowing long and short patching streams initiated before the
next regular stream are said to form a multicast group. Af-
ter a regular stream, short patching streams are scheduled
for requests arriving within the next wp time units. These
consecutive short patching streams form a patching group.
The threshold wp is called patching window, and is set to
be no larger than wm. We note that this patching window is
different from the patching window in Standard Patching.
If wp = wm, Double Patching becomes Standard Patch-
ing. In general, wm is many times greater than wp. After
wp time units, a long patching stream is scheduled for the
next service request. This stream “leads” the next patch-
ing group which consists of short patching streams sched-
uled for requests arriving within the next wp time units.
This pattern is repeated for each of the subsequent patching
groups until a new request whose time skew to the regular
stream of the current multicast group is greater than wm, in
which case a regular stream is initiated to start a new multi-
cast group. The scheduling pattern for one multicast group
is illustrated in Figure 1. In the next section, we will deter-
mine the values of wm and wp such that the mean server
bandwidth required to support true on-demand services is
minimized.
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Figure 1. Pattern of stream initiation
A client makes a service request by sending a request
token (ClientID) to the server, where ClientID is its
unique network address. We present the algorithm for
the server software in Figure 2. This procedure is ex-
ecuted when a channel becomes free. The server noti-
fies the client by sending a service token, (IDsp, IDlp,
IDr), where IDsp, IDlp, and IDr are the IDs of the short
patching channel, the long patching channel, and the reg-
ular channel, respectively. This token informs the client
the channels it should use to receive data for its requested
video. We note in this procedure that if the free channel
is to deliver a long patching stream, its workload is set to
v[skew + 2 · wp], where skew is the current time distance
to the beginning of the last regular stream.
Algorithm: Server Main Routine
LastRegular: the last regular channel ID
LastLPatching:the last long patching channel ID
skew(c): the time skew to the start time
of the current stream on channel c
• Initialize service token as (IDsp = null, IDlp = null,
IDr = null);
• Dispatch a free channel, say FreeChannel;
• If LastRegular is null or skew(LastRegular) > wm,
then
– Set IDr = FreeChannel and its workload to be
v[|v|];
– Set LastRegular = FreeChannel.
• Otherwise,
– If skew(LastLPatching) > wp, then
∗ Set IDr = LastRegular;
∗ Set IDlp = FreeChannel and its workload to
be v[skew(LastLPatching) + 2 · wp];
∗ Set LastLPatching = FreeChannel.
– Otherwise,
∗ Set IDr = LastRegular;
∗ Set IDlp = LastLPatching;
∗ Set IDsp = FreeChannel and its workload to
be v[skew(LastLPatching)].
• Send token (IDsp, IDlp, IDr) to clients
• Activate FreeChannel.
Figure 2. Algorithm for Video Server
3.2 Client Design
A client uses two data loaders, L1 and L2, to receive
data and write them to a local buffer. Another thread,
VideoPlayer, fetches the corresponding data packets from
the buffer, reassembles the video frames, and renders them
onto the screen. As discussed in the server design, a client
sends its own network address as part of the token for a
service request. It then waits for the service token (IDsp,
IDlp, IDr). When it arrives, the client examines the val-
ues of IDsp and IDlp and acts accordingly as follows:
1. IDsp = null and IDlp = null: This combination
indicates that the server is about to start a new regular
stream on channel IDr. The client needs only use
one loader, L1, to receive the entire video.
2. IDsp = null and IDlp = null: This combination
indicates that the server is about to start a short patch-
ing stream on channel IDsp. This scenario happens
when the client time skew to the last regular stream
is within wp time units. In this case, the client must
activate both loaders L1 and L2 in order to download
data from the short patching channel IDsp and the
regular channel IDr simultaneously.
3. IDsp = null and IDlp = null: This combination
indicates that the server is about to start a new long
patching stream. In this case, the client needs to ac-
tivate both loaders L1 and L2 to download data from
the long patching channel IDlp and the regular chan-
nel IDr simultaneously.
4. IDsp = null and IDlp = null: This combination in-
dicates that the server is about to start a short patching
stream on channel IDsp. This case happens when the
client’s time skew to the last regular stream is greater
than wp time units, while to the last long patching
stream is less than wp time units. Under this circum-
stance, the client uses loader L1 to download data first
from the short patching channel IDsp, and then from
the regular channel IDr. In parallel with these ac-
tivities, L2 is used to receive data on the long patch-
ing channel IDlp. The data stream arriving on chan-
nel IDlp is used to bridge the gap between the two
streams coming on channels IDsp and IDr, respec-
tively. These three data segments make up the entire
video.
The client’s V ideoP layer can start as soon as L1 be-
gins downloading data. For the first three cases, it is trivial
to see that the playback is continuous and complete since
the client is served by at most two data streams, and it has
two loaders to keep up with the incoming data. The fourth
case is less obvious; and we discuss it as follows.
Let us say a long patching stream for a video v started
t time units after the last initiation of a regular stream. Ac-
cording to the server routine (Figure 2), this long patching
stream transmits the video segment v[0, t + 2 · wp]. If a
client arrives p time units after this stream begins, then
the short patching stream initiated for this client, accord-
ing to the server routine, delivers the video segment v[0, p].
This p time units of data is received by loader L1 and di-
rectly piped to the V ideoP layer for display. At the same
time, L2 receives the video segment v[p + 1, t + 2 · wp]
from the long patching stream. The corresponding data
packets are cached in the client’s local disk. After p time
units, V ideoP layer starts consuming data in this disk
buffer while L1 switches to download the video segment
v[t+2 · p+1, |v|] on the regular channel. Since the server
routine ensures that p ≤ wp, the three downloaded seg-
ments, v[0, p], v[p + 1, t+ 2 ·wp], and v[t + 2 · p+ 1, |v|],
are sufficient to make up the entire video.
4 Performance Optimization
In the above discussion, an important issue remains un-
solved: what should the sizes of the multicast window wm
and the patching window wp be? We say the values of
wm and wp are optimal if they result in minimal require-
ment on the server bandwidth in providing true on-demand
services, i.e., no service delay. To determine their opti-
mal values, we derive a mathematical formula to capture
the relationship between their sizes and the required server
bandwidth. We recall that a regular stream and the fol-
lowing streams initiated before the next regular stream are
said to form a multicast group. The mean server band-
width requirement can then be computed as Dτ , where D
is the mean total amount of data transmitted by a multicast
group and τ is the average time duration τ between two
consecutive multicast groups. Note that D is equal to the
summation of Dr, Dlp, and Dsp, where Dr, Dlp, and Dsp
denote the mean total amount of data delivered by the reg-
ular stream, the long patching streams, and the short patch-
ing streams, respectively, in one multicast group. They can
be calculated as follows.
First, the total amount of video data delivered by the
regular stream, Dr is equal to |v|, where |v| is the playback
length of the video, since there is only one regular stream
in each multicast group.
The value of Dlp, the total amount of video data de-
livered by the long patching streams, can be determined
as follows. Within one multicast group, after the initia-
tion of the regular stream, the mean interval of initiating
a new long patching stream is wp + 1λ time units, where
λ is the request arrival rate. This is due to the fact that a
long patching stream is always scheduled for the first re-
quest arriving wp time units after the initiation of the regu-
lar stream or the previous long patching stream in the same
multicast group. Therefore, on average there are  wm
wp+
1
λ

long patching streams in one multicast group. Since a long
patching stream delivers the first t+2 ·wp time units of the
video data if its time skew to the regular stream is t time
units, we have
Dlp =
 wm
wp+ 1λ

∑
n=1
[n · (wp + 1
λ
) + 2 · wp].
For the value of Dsp, the total amount of video data
delivered by the short patching streams, we analyze as fol-
lows. We recall that the short patching streams in one mul-
ticast group can be organized into patching groups. On
average, there are  wmwp+1/λ + 1 patching groups inside
a multicast group. We note that except the last one, each
patching group delivers the same mean amount of video
data as the patching window wp is fixed. The amount
of data delivered by such a patching group can be ana-
lyzed as follows. When a short patching stream is sched-
uled for a skew of t time units, it delivers a patch of t
time units. Thus, if k short patching streams are initi-
ated between t and t + ∆t, the amount of data delivered
by these streams can be approximated as k · t, if ∆t is
small enough. If we use P (k, T ) to denote the proba-
bility of initiating exactly k short patching streams dur-
ing a time interval of T , then the total amount of data
delivered by the short patching streams initiated between
t and t + ∆t can be computed as
∑∞
k=1 k · t · P (k,∆t).
As a result, if we partition the patching window wp into
wp∆t small time slices, then the mean amount of video
data delivered by this group of short patching streams
can be calculated as
∑wm∆t 
t=1
∑∞
k=1 k · t · P (k,∆t). For
the short patching streams in the last group, as they are
started for the requests arriving in the last wm− wmwp+1/λ·
(wp + 1/λ) time units, the amount of data they deliver is
equal to
∑
wm− wmwp+1/λ ·(wp+1/λ)
∆t 
t=1
∑∞
k=1 k · t · P (k,∆t)
time units. Therefore, the total amount of data delivered
by the short patching streams in one multicast group can
be calculated as
Dsp =  wm
wp + 1λ
 ·
wp∆t ∑
t=1
∞∑
k=1
k · t · P (k,∆t) +

wm− wmwp+1/λ ·(wp+
1
λ
)
∆t ∑
t=1
∞∑
k=1
k · t · P (k,∆t).
We assume that the request arrival process is Poisson with
rate λ. The probability density function is f t = λe−λx,
for x ≥ 0, where t is the random variable representing
the time interval of two successive requests. Under this
assumption, P (k, t) = (λt)
ke−λt
k! and
∑∞
k=1 k · P (k, t) =
t · λ. If we make ∆t equal to 1 second and keep the preci-
sion of wm and wp to second, then we have
Dsp =  wm
wp + 1λ
 ·
wp∑
t=1
t · λ +
wm− wmwp+1/λ ·(wp+
1
λ )∑
t=1
t · λ.
Since the mean interval of initiating two consecutive
regular streams is equal to wm + 1λ , the mean server band-
width requirement is
BandwidthDoublePatching =
Dr + Dlp + Dsp
wm + 1λ
· b, (1)
where b is the playback rate of the video. The above for-
mula can be used to determine the optimal sizes for the
multicast window wm and the patching window wp.
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Figure 3. Performance Study Results
5. Performance Study
We compare the performance of Double Patching with
that of Standard Patching. The mean bandwidth required
to achieve true on-demand services is used as the perfor-
mance metric. The mean server bandwidth required by
Double Patching can be computed using the formulas pre-
sented in Section 4. Similarly, the same can be computed
for Standard Patching using the formulas we derived in
[3]. In our simulation, the video is assumed to be en-
coded using MPEG-1 with an average playback rate of
1.5 Mbits/sec. The effect of the inter-request arrival time,
client buffer size, and video length on the mean server
bandwidth requirement is showed in Figure 3. Because
of space constrain, we omit the discussion of these figures.
6 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we introduced a technique, called Double
Patching, to address the performance limitation of our ini-
tial patching idea. Under Standard Patching, requests ar-
riving within a patching window are able to share the same
multicast using a patching stream. As time elapses, these
patching streams need to “patch” more data, and therefore
incur a higher communication cost. To optimize system
performance, Standard Patching needs to multicast fairly
frequently to keep the patching cost low. This limits data
and bandwidth sharing to a small group of service requests
arriving within a relatively small patching window. Double
Patching overcomes this constraint by using long patching
streams. Although they are slightly more expensive than a
standard patching stream, they allow subsequent requests
including those arriving very late to share a multicast using
a short patching stream. The advantages of this strategy
are twofold. First, short patching streams are significantly
less expensive than the standard patching stream. Second,
many more service requests can share a multicast. We note
that these advantages are achieved without additional im-
plementation cost in term of client download bandwidth
requirement - the same as in Standard Patching, the new
technique requires a client to download data from no more
than two channels simultaneously.
To maximize the performance potential of Double
Patching, we developed a probabilistic model to analyze
its performance. This analysis allowed us to design an op-
timal scheduler for the Double Patching approach. As we
have shown in [2] that Standard Patching significantly out-
performs conventional multicast (i.e., batching), we focus
on comparing Double Patching with Standard Patching in
this paper. Our simulation results indicate that the new
method is significantly better. The performance improve-
ment is more than double for some of the workloads.
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